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A Note On the Largest Scale
by Timothy Shaffer
The largest scale student performance
of chamber music at Hope College in
many years will be presented at Wichers
Auditorium Tuesday. November 24th.
Seven ensembles will be playing, ranging
in size from two trios to a sextet. Students
will play such varied instruments as
brass, woodwind, piano, strings, and percussion in pieces that span the classic,
romantic, and modern periods.
According to Joan Conway, professor of
music at Hope, chamber music differs
from other forms of music in that all
parts play an equally important role. In
the past, Hope's faculty has built up a
solid reputation for its Sunday afternoon
chamber music concerts. Student interest
in chamber music has always existed, but
has been stifled by the time demands involved and the need to have a faculty
coach to assit students.
Conway attributes this semester's interest in chamber music to Richard
Blake, a senior bassoonist at Hope. Blake,
who plays in two of the recital's pieces,
expressed an interest in chamber music
last year while the College's Symphonette
was on tour. According to Blake, he
sought a greater intensity than the music

>
department had been providing him. During the tour, he asked around and found
other students who felt the same. Thus
the concept of a student chamber music
recital was born.
Since the beginning of the school year,
students have been working diligently
under the tutelage of five members of the
faculty: Joan Conway, Gail Warnaar,
Charles Aschbrenner, Robert Cecil,
Terry Moore, and Robert Ritsema. Some
of the groups have already played ar such
local restaurants as Point Wast and Conway hopes that others will be able to play
at some of the local public schools.
Along with Blake, other students participating in the recital include Jody
Tallmadge, Ingrid Dykeman, Mary Jo
i
Price, Thomas Barthel, Lorraine Duso,
On
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the
chapel.
(photo by Tom Wagner)
Michele Serrette, John Beery, Cathy Cox,
Paul Miedema, Tammy Northdruft,
Bryan Uecker, Jim van Patten, Ben
Vonk, Laura Warnaar, Debbie Fike,
byTedBolema
.
The editor position was open because
Susie Mason, Ginger Hawkins, and Paul
Avedisian.
Peter Flinker, a senior biology major when the current editor, Kim Vander Bie,
The concert starts at 8 and admission is f r o m Glen Rock, New Jersey, has been was selected, the agreement between the
free. Anyone interested in obtaining the selected by the Student Communications'* Media Committee and her was that she
services of one of the groups should con- Media Committee to be next semester's would be involved in an off-campus study
lost*
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editor.
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a member
of the program next semester.
tact Richard r>
Blake
at 394-6656.
Opus staff and Tri-Beta, the biology honor
The new editor would like to commend
society, and has completed an English the current staff for their hard work and
minor. He was selected from a field of skill in putting out the anchorevery week,
three candidates on the basis of a wide He hopes to "make the anchor an even
variety of campus experiences and a high better distributor of campus communicainterest in journalism.
tions, news and insights" next semester.
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New Anchor Editor Selected

Drake Makes a
s f l l

"Happy Landing"
A musical showcase will be visiting
Hope this weekend. Barry Drake, one of
the premier solo performers in the nation,
will be entertaining Hope students this
Saturday, the 21st, in Phelps at 9 p.m.
• i i p l
*
With a long and successful start in
Greenwich Village, New York, Drake
captivates
audiences wherever he goes
*
by incorporating a dynamic personality
— i—
:
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and a mix of clear vocals with musical ingenuity. "Off stage, Drake is as intense
and alive as on. He gives the impression
that he thoroughly enjoys what he is doing, both on stage and off." - The Mirror,
Lakeland College, Wisconsin.
In 1970,, Barryj signed
a recording
—c
—
0 con. tract with Capitol Records which produc•
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Contractors Hired tor Sllgh
by Teresa Penhorwood
Hope's most current project, the
renovation of the Sligh building, is on the
way to completion.
In additioh to the maintenance department participation in the renovation process,
. . . three other contractors have been
hired, according to Fred Coates, director
of
the mamtenance department. The first
>
18
presently working on setting up the
miciriAco on/4
.-1
~
business and economics departments,
which should be completed for the Spring
semester of 1982. Departmental offices,
space for small seminar rooms, and some
classroom space are being set aside. A second contractor, Including some Hope
maintenance men, are working on comP^eting the new maintenance department

neglected by having maintenance men do
some of their own work, such as work on
the roof, which presently leaks. "So far,
no imposition on the students has been
made and if it would begin being an imposition, a contractor would be hired to do
the work,*' said Coats. As it stands now,
approximately 50% of costs are being
saved V11A
through
the MC
use of Hope's
vu^IJ
maintenance department.
. .
.....
The Sligh building, a combination
donation-sale from the Sligh Furniture
Company, will be less costly to heat and
operate than the Rusk building, which
presently houses the art and maintenance
departments. The Sligh building can also
be used for academic purposes, whereas
the Rusk building could not due to
'
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d reputation coast to coast.
"The guitar music you will hear is gentie, intense, and enjoyable. Much of what
Barry plays and sings is his own
material. It it an experience that no one
should miss." -The University of Minnesota/Duluth. Come to Phelps Saturday

p a r t o ( t h e renovation. Hopes are for sum- air-conditioning of the entire campus. It
^ e r completion of the art department.
will be available for delivery in
A
question asked by many people is December and will be installed directly
A e t h e r or not student needs are being into the Sligh building.
^
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night and experience the world of Barry

Feminism and the Role of Women p. 4

S Drake.
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6ai<l« to a Simpler lifestyle F - 5

Barry Drake will perform in Phelps on
Saturday at 9 p.m.

"

-Tickets will go on sale at the door
(North entrance to Phelps dining hall)
before the concert. Prices are 50< with ID C o i t t r f l C e t H i V e S e f V i C O S
. and $1.50 general admission.
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Editorial

'I Do' with Dollars
"Unrich" Hope students are really getting a bargain. For $6,000
a year we're getting a lot more than a fine, well-rounded education; we're getting a pretty decent chance to marry money. Wow.
In this "how to" world, "how to" seminars from "How to Avoid
Stress" to "How to Lose Your New Jersey Accent" are springing
up dally. And now, for seekers of monetary security (mixed with a
little romance), there Is an academic course on "How to Marry
Money." According to Joanna Stelchen, a psychotherapist who
teaches the three hour course in New York City, certain schools
are excellent places to meet rich, potential marriage partners.
Though Ms. Stelchen obviously didn't name any schools, it is apparent to anyone familiar with Hope College that this place has its
share of people who come from wealthy families.
In her lecture, Stelchen stresses that she is not teaching a
course on how to marry for money, but how to marry a monled
person. She suggests reading obituaries of rich people because
they tell you what churches the rich go to, what clubs they belong
to, what charity boards they served on and, of course, what
schools they went to.Most of us, however, probably didn't read the
obituary of a rich Hope alumnus and decide to attend his or her
alma mater hopjpg to meet someone of similar status or wealth.
For those of us who have never had aspirations of marrying
money (or even of marrying at all) the obituary of a rich Hope
alumnus might have served as a warning to attend a different college.

Lullaby for
Awakening
Dear Editor:
This is the second letter that I am
writing on International policies. The subject of this one is my own country, IRAN.
The changes had been so much toward
the government, policies, rulers but not
toward social and economical. Not only
all people in Iran, but also some other
people of the world had hoped this revolution would be the last one, but it did not
happen as it was supposed to. But
changes a r e happening and we are not
even touched with that. What we need to
do is to wake up to these changes all over
and make some changes as well. For that
we need to start it from where we are no
matter what part (class) of society we
belong to, either student of professor, or
etc...
Inside of Iran is confusion. People are
tired of Khomaine and his regime. They
are waiting for awakeness and changes.
One of t h e most a c t i v e s t u d e n t
movements has dedicated the most
beautiful poem to people of Iran. The
poem had be$i done in 1975, but it
associates with the new changes and inside news. It definitely shows the lack of
everything that Khomaine and his regime
have for people. The executions, tortures,
political prisoners, still, and the missing
of the people as this poem shows could be
a good proof.
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Letters
Off-Campus
Needs Reps

Your father has chains on his feet
On his are the chains of hundred pounds
His eyes are closed but his heart's awake
Sleep quietly, my sunflower!
Your father asked how you were
1 told him you are a lion
That you will follow in his path.
Lalay, lalay, lalay, my flower of Iron
The enemies have killed your father
The sign of the enemies Is
J h e i r hands, soaked In blood
Sleep quietly in bed. like fire In the ashes
You will burst into flames tomorrow!

Lalay, lalay, lalay, my flower of hatred
The earth is painted with death
The earth will not remain painted
Your heart will not remain filled with
hatred
Sleep, the rich are mourning
( b e c a u s e ) the rich have ( m a n y )
daughters
The daughter will be my bride
The world will be all secured.
ZahraTavakoli

Why Gamble?...

Dear Editor:
After reading In last weeks issue, "Las
Vegas Comes to Hope," I have a few questions for the Social Activities Committee.
Why bring gambling to Hope? Many
people believe gambling is wrong, so why
LULLABY FOR AWAKENING
entice those people to take part in your
Lalay, lalay, lalay, my little flower
"glamorous" Lucky 13 Casino Night?
Your father is gone, my heart is breaking
Also, why was it advertised and
Your father won't come home tonight
They have arrested him and taken him publicized that night clubs and casinos
are "glamorous?" I don't believe they
away
, w
Sleep peacefully, my little flame! My are. Is losing money glamorous? Even
though prizes were awarded for the pergarden's treasure!
son with the most chips of the night, didn't
Your father has gone tonight
that person use a form of gambling to atIn order to shake the sun.
tain that goal?
'
In
conclusion,
I
think
that
SAC
should
Lalay, lalay. lalay, my flower of hope
put our money to some good use instead of
They have taken your father into exile
llhnging a mild form of the big time
He has a heart like a mountain
gambling to Hope's Christian Campus.
He has a child with a hundred guardians
Sleep, tomorrow will be the dawn
Sincerely,
Night will flee from the earth
Michele Parker
The prison's walls will crumble
Your father will come home smiling.

Lalay, lalay, lalay, my flower of the fig
. tree *

Really Clean

Dear Editor :
It is so encouraging to see that on
Hope's campus some really relevant
Dear Editor :
issues of such immense social conseThe proportion of off-campus represenquense are being grappled with. Last
t a t i v e s on S t u d e n t C o n g r d s s is
week's editorial (Maytag is a Dirty
catastrophically low. Fully one-third of
Word), provided us all with a completely
the student body resides away form camnew sensibility, yea, a revitalized worldpus (whether commuting from home or
view informing our understanding of the
l i v i n g in a p a r t m e n t s ) , but a r e
washing machines here on campus.
represented by only five members of ConThere are Just the sorts of very complex
gress. That total makes up a dismal 13.9%
and deeply inbedded problems with which
of the 36 member Congress - far below
the contemporary conscience must come
the 33% needed for equity.
to terms if ever our clothes are to be
Two problems emerge from this situa"really clean."
tion. The most obvious Is that a large segment of the campus body Is not being adeMark Holmes
quately represented In matters that can,
S.C.A.C.C.C.
at times, be of significance to it. Second(Students Concerned about Conveniently
ly, and more Importantly, this system
C l e a n e d
C l o t h e s )
produces a poor caliber of representatives. Most of the representatives for
the residence units are underclassmen, Published weekly September through April,
since most upper-classmen live off cam- except during exom periods and college
pus. These congresspeople are less vacation and holiday periods, 24 issues per
motivated and less informed about cam- I year, by and for the students of Hope Col
lege, Holland, Michigan, under theauthoripus issues than they will grow to be after
ity of the Student Communications Media
a couple of years of being here. Up•Committee. Subscription price: $8 per year.
perclassmen know the campus issues and Member, Associated Collegiate Press-* O k
have stronger feelings about them;
fice located on lower level of the DeWitt
hence, they tend to be more active and ef- [Cultural Center, telephone 394-6577. The
fective members of congress than are the [opinions on this page are not necessarily
those of the student body, faculty or adless seasoned students.
As Congress is now composed, it faces [ ministration of Hope College.
the perennial problems of Inaction, inMember ojjht
declslveness, and quiet acquiescence to
a^yociaTeo
the Admlslstratlon and does not address
c
oneciare
the concerns of off-campus dwellers - a
pRessi
special brand of studentry with many
concerns alien to those living on campus.
V
Correcting this imbalance is in the
Kim Vander Bie
direct interest of the members of Con-, Editor
News
editor
Keith
Grigoletto
gress and those they serve; for imFeature editor
Cory Mockwood
plementation would begin next year, as
Sports editor
Eva Dean
they become upper-classmen and a new
Photo editor
Tom Wagner
wave of dorm-dwelling under classmen
Copy editor
Gordon Dahlgren
move in to take their seats on Congress
Production mgr
Bonnie Corson
and control of the chief tool available to
Production mgr
Michele Parktr
students for protection of their interests.
Graphic artist
t
RickPliita
Respectfully,
Randy Durband

Cartoonist
Head typist
Advertising manager
Advertising manager
Business manager

Ben Vonk
Vicki Bcunn
•.. Pam Kyros
Randy Warren
Lisa Paauwe

Second-class postage paid at Hollahd. Ml
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tetters!
This All Seems
So Petty
Dear Editor:
This letter is to vent a little anger with
disappiontment in some of my fellow colleagues. I'm addressing those individuals
who thought it was their fun to steal
things off of doors during Nykerk. I'm
particularly interested in three carnations stolen in Phelps. There was also
candy taken in Phelps and a sweetheart
rose in Kollen. What villainy prompted
such actions?
This college has a great Christian im-

age, but reality has sunk in. My bike
disappeared about three weeks ago, It
was luckily found In a ditch by Graves. A
person I know had his wallet stolen while
taking a shower in Dow last week. I think
the epitomy of it all was an assignment
that needed periodicals from the library.
Three articles had been completely ripped out of the books that were needed not
only by one person, but all the others studying that specific area. "This all seems
so petty," you say. When something of
yours comes up missing, I hope you can
remember the pettiness.
Doug Lehman

iNews Briefs!
Christmas Vespers will be held Saturday, Dec. 5, at 8 p.m. and Sunday, Dec. 6, at
2, 4:30, and 8 p.m. in Dimnent Memorial Chapel. Tickets will be available to
students, faculty and staff beginning Monday, November 23, in the Music Building
at $1 each, immediate lamihes included. Please present your ID. General Public
tickets will be available for $2 each beginning Tuesday, November 24 and 25.

The Hope College Orchestra will present a concert on Friday night, November
20, at 8 p.m. in Dimnent Memorial Chapel. Featured as soloist with the orchestra
will be cellist Robert Ritsema, regular conductor of the orchestra. Guest conductor will be Dr. Herbert Ritsema, Professor of Music at Northwestern College,
Orange City, Iowa.
Dr. Herbert Ritsema holds degrees from Hope College (AB in music), the
University of Michigan (M.Mus.) and the University of Iowa (PhD ). He taught for
nine years in Michigan public schools, and has for the past twenty years been
director of instrumentanmusic at Northwestern College. He is on sabbatical leave
from Northwestern this academic year, and is living in Holland where he is doing
research in the field of music theory and also composing.
Dr. Robert Ritsema has been on the faculty at Hope College for fifteen years,
serving as director of orchestras and cello teacher. He will be performing the
Schuman Cello Concerto in A Minor, Op. 120, one of the classics in cello concerto
literature. Other works to be performed on the program will Include the Overture
Le Roi D'ysO by Edward Lalo, and the Pictures at an Exhibition by Modest
Moussorgsky, orchestrated by Ravel.

During the week of Nov. 30 through Dec. 4, Woodrow Wilson visiting Fellows
Myron and Kathryn Jones will be speaking to a number of classes. In addition
there will be a public lecture entitled "Several Real Americans or Me, Us, Them,
and the Other Guys," given by Mr. Jones in Wichers Auditorium on Tuesday, Dec.
1, during Community Hour. All are welcome.

The Pan-Hellenic Board, a campus organization representing Hope's five
sororities is announcing the all-sorority open house, to take place Thursday,
November 19, between 7:30 and 10 p.m.
Hope women are invited to visit any or all sorority rooms during this time. The
Open House is a fall prelude to next semester's Rush and member of each sorority
will be on hand to talk and serve munchies.
The sororities participating and locations of the open houses are: Sigma Sigma
and Alpha Gamma Phi - Dykstra basement; Kappa Delta Chi and Sigma Iota Beta
• Gilmore basement; Delta Phi - Delta Phi House.

The study of Latin is alive and well in many Michigan schools and come Saturday nearly 300 Junior and senior high students will hand on the torch of classical
civilization to the modern world when they participate in the 13th annual Michigan
Junior Classical League fall convention on the campus of Hope College.
Approximately 270 students and teachers from schools throughout Michigan
have pre-registered for the convention which opens with a general assembly in
Dimnent Memorial Chapel at 10 a.m. There will be a series of seminars and
workshops throughout the day.
Mrs. Albert (JaneTOsman, a teacher at Holland High, and Dr. Ruth Todd, head
of the Classics department at Hope College, have coordinated local arrangements
for the convention.
Lisa Penrose, a Junior at Holland High, serves as secretary of the Michigan
Junior Classical League.

The second concert in the Hope College Chamber Series will be held Sunday,
Nov. 22 at 4 p.m. in Wichers Auditorium. The public is invited. Admission is free.
Haydn's Trumpet Concerto in E-flat Major will begin the program. Trumpeter
J a m e s Bekkering is featured with pianist Anthony Kooiker.
A set of virtuoso variations by Theobald Boehm on a well-know theme will be
performed by flutist Mary Engstrom, accompanied by pianist Joan Conway.
Duo pianists Eleanor P a l m a and Roberta Kraft will play a late work of the
popular French composer Poulenc-the Sonata for Two Pianos, written in 1953.
Completing the varied program will be a set of pieces by American composer
William Grant Still-Miniatures for Flute, Oboe, and Piano, featuring Gail Warnaar, oboe, Helen Dauser, flute, and Jantina Holleman, piano.

Respect and the Intern
byDaleAggen
The cold wind whipped the sleet and
rain against the window and I thought
how lucky I was to be in my w a r m bright
office. "Dale," I heard my boss call from
the office across the hall, "Come In here.
Take this delivery to our client over on
Wacker Drive."
"Come on," I said, "this weather is so
bad it's not even fit to send an Intern out
In!"
He Just laughed. So I took the
documents and stumbled into the busy
and windy streets of Chicago, reminded
again how. In the words of Rodney
Dangerfleld, "Interns get no respect!"
Internships for students In many different vocations are popular. Reports
from the Wall Street Journal and other
business publications reveal a growing
trend toward on-the-job training giving
students a taste of the real work world.
The chance to work for high-powered
firms, develop contacts and to show such
an experience on the all-important
resume adds to the glamour and attractiveness of such a program.
But, my experience as an intern for a
public relations, marketing and advertising firm In Chicago showed that there is a
tough reality awaiting most students who
choose to Intern. The trainee gets very little respect, he must earn it.
The basic reason interns start off with
little respect is that In most cases they
are unpaid or paid very little. College
credit is substituted for money. So the student pays (via college tuition) to work. In
our culture where salaries determine a
person's success and respect,the Janitor
is higher up the ladder than the intern.
Also the intern is inexperienced.
Because an Intern is "green behind the
e a r s " and ignorant to the ways of the
world, long-time business professionals
have, at first, a difficult time taking an intern seriously.
With these obstacles the student might
just say forget it. This would be a mistake
for those who really want to grow, learn
and work to gain self-satisfaction in
knowing they have m a d e a name for
themselves.
The serious internships a r e not designed so that the student can have an easy
semester. Nor are Internships for those
who want an easy Job handled to them.
The veteran secretary for the big boss

told m e " t h e r e a r e too many young
students who want to start at the top, like
the boss. This Is a fallacy," she told me.
"1 r e m e m b e r some payless paydays
when 1 started working for the big boss,
although now the boss spends his winters
in Hawaii. Nothing Is given to you, you
have to work for what you want and start
at the bottom." As long as the Intern
remembers that he has to start at the bottom, the work to gain respect will be
much easier.
The way an Intern gains respect is
through his attitude and hard work. The
boss m a y start the Intern on boring "gofer" Jobs. The Intern should be happy and
do those Jobs with efficiency and enthusiasum. When the boss sees this, he
will take the Intern's time seriously
because he is serious. After the intern has
a chance to prove himself at the simple
Jobs the responsibilities and projects will
grow. Hopefully If the Intern can survive
the pressure and produce successful products the respect the boss will give him as
an intern and young professional will
grow.
In the beginning of the internship the intern m a y be introduced to the clients a s
"the student" or "the Intern." When he
has gained the boss' respect the boss may
Introduce him a s "our # management
trainee" or other similarly respected
titles. Experiences like these m a k e the intern's attitude and hard work pay off.
When the bosses take the Intern seriously
they will take their role of training him
seriously as well. Then the firm feels
responsile for the growth of the Intern and
everyone benefits.
Being an intern can be a lonely, exhausting experience. But by having the
right attitude and- working hard, respect
will be gained from your superiors, and
you can overcome the feeling of this "lowly" position, and m a k e an Internship the
most rewarding andfruitful experience of
your student career.
Editor's note: Aggen, upon completion of
his internship in Chicago, was named
recipient of the J a m e s and Thomas' annual Outstanding Achievement Award,
which is presented to the intern or
management trainee who shows the
greatest potential of development In the
public relations field.

What Next?!
by Cory D. Mackwood
As Thanksgiving draws near, so does
what many college students consider the
only reason for living - a break from
classes. I say a break from classes, not
from schoolwork, because quite frankly,
oi>n times students have a s much, If not
more, homework over breaks than at any
other time In the semester. Why Is that?
Well, part of the reason m a y be because
breaks always seem to fall at such Inconvenient times during the semester.
Fall break is always around midterms,
and Thanksgiving, well, one can hardly
place this break any other time than the
fourth weekend in November. However,
this, too, is only two to three weeks before
finals, term paper deadlines, etc., and
thus this break is often filled with more
than turkey and stuffing.
Another reason our recess Is anything
but a recess may be due to a phenomena
called procrastination.
R e m e m b e r In
September when you began classes and
received course syllabi? R e m e m b e r all
those term papers and projects that were
due about the first week In December?
R e m e m b e r thinking, <4it's only
September - I've got three months to do
t h e m ? " I r e m e m b e r all too well. Well, It's
almost December, and most of us have
rationalized our way right out of reading
and researching on Friday and Saturday

nights at the library, in order that we
might " h a v e fun while we're still young."
We've had our fun, but the Wrm papers
remain undone. What amazes m e most
about this phenomena is that it strikes
many students, regardless of number of
years of experience. Over and over agaliL
students are plagued by it - like a cold, it
Just appears one day, and like a cold. It's
difficult to get rid of. Although I have admitted that we students should take some
of the blame for our end of the semester
troubles, I am not ready to let our professors off the hook. As the semester
dfaws to a close and papers pile up,
reading assignments get mysteriously
longer, while at the s a m e time class lectures seem less informative. What really
happens is this: professors try to c r a m all
the material they never got to early in the
semester Into the last few weeks. Often
times this causes lectures to be sketchy,
forcing students to take extra time when
reading the material, time that should be
spent writing t e r m papers. I r e m e m b e r
learning about the Renaissance In one
d a y - o r r a t h e r - I barely r e m e m b e r
anything about the Renaissance at all!
Stick It out, most of us will make It
through the semester, we usually do.
Recuperate o i e r Christmas; and be
thankful that for at least one break all
year, no one can give us any homework.
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ow Wheat for
Harvest in Spring
by Lynn Raffety
About twenty Hope students, faculty,
and administrators attended the Seventh
Annual GLCA Women's Studies Conference held in Rochester, Indiana,
November 6-8,1981. "Toward a Feminist
Transformation of the Academy: III"
was the conference title; the "III" means
this was the third year for the theme,
which will be carried on for an undetermined number of years yet to come.
Understandably so, for the title is a call
for radical change that may well take
quite a long time to achieve. By providing
a forum for examination of the past, present, and future of women and women's
studies in American institutions of higher
education, the conference fostered
dialogue by the women and men who
comprise these institutions.
But this was only the beginning. Participants' responses to the conference
varied, as will the responses of the colleges to which these people have returned
with thoughts, ideas, and questions.
The opening speech, "Winter Wheat:
Preparing for the 80's" did what a good
keynote address should do by preparing
us and setting the tone for the weekend to
come. Cynthia^ecor of the University o f .
Pennsylvania built her talk around the
metaphor of winter wheat, which is sown
late in the fall, waits through the winter,
and in the springtime produces grain to
be harvested and used. The planting of
winter wheat is the energy, money, and
time invested now by those preparing for
the time Secor sees ahead when women
"will be directing things" in higher
education.
Higher education is becoming "irrelevant," according to Secor, because industry is looking for vocationally trained,
not liberally educated people; she
predicts that white men will be moving
out of the field, leaving it with primarily
female and minority administration,
faculty, service staff, and student body.
Thus, women must be "sowing" now in
order to determine what the academy will
be like in the "springtime." Secor says
the academy should be organized around
"problems to be solved" rather than
along disciplinary lines (though she admits that disciplinary thinking is harder
to escape than gender roles!). The
disciplines can illuminate the problems
and collaborate to create solutions.
Secor closed her address with a call for
"coalition-building": in order to make it
through the hard winter when things are
bleak, we feminists (male and female)
must look past our differences to what we
have in common and work together for
the future of higher education.
The rest of the conference provided
food for thought both on disciplines and on
the problems Secor referred to, in sessions led mostly by faculty members
from GLCA colleges, including six from
Hope (Professors Dickie, Irwin, Klay,
Luidens, and S t r a n d , a n d Dean
Nyenhuis). Among the offerings were sessions on feminism in relation to almost
every discipline, for example, "White
Men and Black Women: Transforming a
Traditional Course" (in literature),
" F e m i n i s m a n d R e l i g i o n , " and
"Economics: It's Not Value Free."
The problems looked at in other
meetings included the role of men in
transforming the academy, homophobia
(fear of homosexuals/homosexuality),
sexual harassment, racism, reproduction
and contraceptopn, and the politics of
women's athletics. These sessions triggered much discussion, and, after the
rush of the weekend was over, reflection
on what happened and what that means
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for us.
Some speakers explored broader topics
such as feminist theory, feminist
teaching, institutional responses to Affirmative Action, and the effect of
the"Reagen Revolution" on women's
issues. These topics, however, were also
dealt with in small groups. I believe it
would have been useful to address such
questions as a conference. Then we would
have been better able to see the differences and the similarities in our views
of the definition of feminism, evaluation
of the status of women's issues, problems
the movement can solve (or try to), and
long-range goals. The men and women at
Rochester were united at least in their interest in a women's studies conference, so
a discussion was carried on. But the
follow-up-analaysis, decision, action-is
best pursued on individual campuses.
At Hope, the issues of feminism and the
role of women have been raised at timesby some Anchor articles last year, the
Report of the Committee on the Status of
Women at Hope College, and the new
Women's Interest Group, for example. By
sponsoring a large delegation to the
GLCA Women's Studies Conference, and
by other actions, Hope has made an institutional commitment to dealing with
the issues. Individuals need to examine
the treatmint of women here-very
honestly, and then act. (Even if some people don't feel discriminated against here,
they must prepare themselves to meet it
elsewhere. ) Right here and now we can
help to influence individual and institutional definitions of feminism, the status
of women, the liberation of men, and the
future of women's studies at Hope College.
But the only way important changes
can occur (even if we decide not to aim
for "a transformation of the academy")
is by determining what problems and
goals we have in common and by mobilizing to take unified action-men and women
together, sowing winter wheat in
preparation for the harvest in the spring.
Can we do it?

Eight Bids
Considered
by Jennifer Stemczynski
The latest update on the Sligh renovation indicates that eight contractor's bids
have been taken and are now being considered for work on the building. The
lowest bid of $821,000 was offered by R &
G Construction, the only company of eight
that Hope has never done business with.
The second lowest bid entered in at
$849,000 from Pioneer Construction, a
company that formerly built the Dow and
Peale centers in addition to the Seminary
1
Building. According to Vice President of
Business and Finance, Bill Anderson, "If
all goes as planned, we expect to sign the
contract with the lowest bidder." The
final decision, however, will be based on a
combination of the base bid along with a
review of each company's credentials.
The building itself was purchased at
$130,000. In addition, the renovation expense is projected at $1,267 million raising the entire cost to $1.4 million. The
financing will come from contributions
and $140,000 resulting from the sale of the
Rusk Building.
Once a contract can be agreed upon and
signed, the work will be in full swing.
Anderson confidently reported, "We anticipate the project completion date to be
August or September of 1982 if all goes as
planned."

by Dan Rutt
I was surprisingly pleased to see how
many people showed up for Jack Nelson's
Community Hour talk on world hunger
last week, but I was surprised only
because through experience I have learned that most people see world hunger as
disheartening, and I have set my expectations accordingly. At a Christian college -if a college can be Christian - I assume,
perhaps mistakenly, that a decent majority are Christians, and if so, where is
everybody hiding? I was much impressed
by Jack Nelson's illustration of gross
poverty and injustices as God screaming
in the face of every person on earth, and I
wondered how many Christiams have
been deafened by the scream. God is giving us more and more chances to show
love and compassion every dq^y, but
sooner or later he is going to have to call it
quits. How much longer can we wait
before we break down and start caring?
Where should we draw the line? Should
we wait for children to be starving in our
living rooms? If we let one child starve to
death, why not a million? If we will not
save the life of one child then how can we
be expected to save the lives of a million
children? Why do we feed more grain to
our livestock than we do people? Why do
many household pets have more to eat
than third world children? Where are our
priorities?
Unfortunately, one of our first priorities
is to build a strong defense. To have a
strong defense or not isn't my primary
concern; but instead, what we are defending is the real question! I think that what
we are trying to protect and defend is the
pet food companies which buy grazing
land and grain overseas to raise cattle to
make pet food; while by the same means
they are forcing thousands to starve. I
wouldn't be surprised if many pets had
more food to eat, better living conditions,
better toys, better health care and even
better toilet facilities than many third
world children! I'm not advocating cruelty to animals, but I also wouldn't be sur-

prised if we gave more love to our pets
than we do to third world children! When
children have to compete with pets for
world resources and lose, then whose
rights should we be defending? It's about
time that we stopped defending pet food
companies and started to defend the right
to life for malnourished children. Our affluent, and often wasteful, society continues through exploitation to skim off the
life blood of much of this world, and then
we turn around and use that wealth to defend the very taking of that wealth.
To simplify the problem (and solution)
a bit I would like to give the following illustration. I have $200 and you have $50
and we both need $100 to lead a good life,
but instead of me giving you $50 so you
can lead a good life, I buy a gun for $50 so
I can protect my other $150 and live in luxury. The fact is simply that there are
more than enough resources in this world
to go around, but if I spend those extra
resources to protect more than my share
then you are going to starve. You will
notice that if we shared equally we would
both have $125, more than enough to live
well on. As a precaution we could decide
to each spend $25 to defend against those
who are set on taking more than $125, but
there are three main points I want to
make First of all, we should take care of
those who only have $50. Secondly, we
should not use our extra resources for
military purposes when they could be used for advancement of peaceful purposes.
Thirdly, we should not use what military
force we do have to exploit or manipulate
others. Finally, we should note that where
our resources came from isn't what
makes the difference in the end, but
rather it is what we do with our resources
that makes the difference.
After Thanksgiving I am going to look
further into the results of what we do with
our resources and hopefully we will be
better able to give thanks as well as being
thankful for our gift of giving.

Calendar!
THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 19
3:15 p . m . - Lubber's L o f t ,
Humanities Division Colloquium: Dr.
Elton Bruins, "Hope Grads Abroad:
Scholarship in the Service of Mission."
7:30 to 10 p.m. - Sorority Open
Houses: Sigma lota Beta and Kappa
Delta Chi in Gilmore Basement,
Sigma Sigma and Alpha Gamma Phi
In Dykstra Basement, Delta Phi in
Delta Phi House.
8 p.m. - Winants, SEE Film: "Harlan
County, U.S.A.," $1,25 with ID, $2.50
general admission.

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 20
7:30 and 10 p.m. • Winants, SAC
Film: "Lady and the Tramp," $1.50.
5:30 to 6:30 p.m. - Durfee
Cafeteria, SAC presents La Fiesta
Mexicaca, featuring classical
guitarist Larry Malfroid, $1.70 with
ID.

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 21
7:30 and 10 p.m. • Winants, SAC
Film: "Lady and the Tramp," $1.50.
9 p.m. - Phelps, SAC Coffeehouse
featuring Barry Drake.

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 23
3:30 to 5 p.m. - the Alley, Career
Planning Workshop.

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 24
8 p.m. - Wichers, Student Chamber
Music Concert.

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 26
Thanksgiving Vacation Begins.

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 31
8 a.m. - Classes Resume.
Registration Begins for the Spring
Semester.

TUESDAY, DECEMBER 1
3-4:40 p.m. • the Alley, Career
Planning Workshop.
9:30 p.m. - VoorHees Lobby, Opus
Forum V.

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 2
10 p.m. • the Alley, Student Congress Meeting.

by RonVlsscher
Editor's note: Ron Visscher, a senior majoring in psychology and business, spent
the spring semester '81 studying in Vienna and the summer working in Germany.
Are we "Beyond Hope?" Americans
have had a history of being very apathetic
when it comes to world affairs. This
apathy Is becoming increasingly apparent among upcoming generations.
Think of the implications of this
phenomenon. We are already responsible
for making decisions that not only affect
the people around us but the rest of the
world. For example, most of us have
already had the opportunity to help select
the single most influential man in the
world, the President of the United States.
If we don't look at today's debated issues,
the decisions that are made, and the effect of these decisions, we will be missing
out on a lot of experiences that could help
us make more knowledgable decisions in
the future.
.J was the epitomy of this apathy problem and its consequences. I still feel
uninformed on many issues, but at least
now I know that the problem exists and I
am doing my best to change it. (I think
the main reason I became aware of this
problem was because every time I had
the opportunity to travel abroad the
young people 1 came in contact with confronted me with issues I had given little or
no thought to.) Believe me, when a young
German tells you in English what he
thinks is wrong with Carter's Middle East
policies, and you can't even begin to
retaliate, let alone carry on an intelligent
conversation, you begin to feel pretty inadequate.
It's hard to know how to cure the problem It has always been hard for me to
relate to news about places that seemed
to be in another world. We have to learn to
relate to people and places that are much
different from those we know so well. We
can learn a lot just by talking with the international students on campus, but
nothing compares with actually being
able to visit these different people and
places around the world. It is a shame
that more students don't take advantage
of the chances they have to do this while
they are in school. To study for a
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semester abroad may sound extravagant,
but the fact is it usually doesn't cost much
more than a semester here at Hope.
Many people say it is hard for our
generation to care what is happening in
other countries because we haven't been
through a war. While that may be true,
does a war really promote genuine caring? I think a war would Just force someone to takean interest in looking out
for their own skin. This seems to be true
of e v e n s o m e of t h e r a d i c a l
demonstrators and draft dodgers of the
late 60's during the Vietnam War. Now
that they aren't afraid of being drafted
and are a little more mature, some of
those radical "Flower Power" liberals
have become hard-line conservatives.
Let's not wait for our involvement in a
war to motivate us to be interested in
what is happening in our world, especially when that war might mean the end of
it. Why don't we use the potential we
have? Unencumbered by direct involvement in a war, we should be able to bring
fresh ideas to our world and move toward
the ideals that we continue to believe are
possible, namely active cooperation and
true world peace.

NEED HELP?
Concerned about Pregnancy?
Free preynoocy
Testing

ConfklentkH
Ask for Sharon

CAU ext. 2362

by Rowland D. Van Es Jr.
Simple living at Hope? It almost sounds
like a contradiction in terms. Nevertheless, I think it is possible to simplify
our lifestyles and we should be willing to
accept those who do. How do we consume
less? How do we separate our needs from
our wants? A simple lifestyle will mean
different things for different people. We
each need to take an honest look at our
own lives and be willing to "sell what
possesses us." Another important point to
keep in mind is the danger of becoming
self-righteous, of adpoting a "simplerthan-thou" attitude. With those two
qualifications, here is a partial list of
what a simple life at Hope would entail:
1.Consuming less food.Anyone who has
ever worked for Saga or Western will be
able to verify the fact that a considerable
amount of food is wasted by Hope
students. If something looks suspicious,
ask for a small bowl. Don't take one bite
and waste a whole plateful. Try the
vegetarian entree once in a while. The
vegetarian luncheons are great! Also, try
to cut down on junkfood.
2 Clothes and Fashions.One of the major expenses of any college student,
especially freshmen, is clothes. Simple
living is not sloppy living and I am not advocating a disregard for ones's appearance. It is funny, though, that what
was once the symbol of defiance and anticonsumerism, blue jeans, is now a $45
fashion item. It is less funny that the major concern of many students is what is
the "in" design to have on your shirt
pocket. Try to resist the ever-changing
clothing fashions and fads. Learn to live
with a smaller, more basic wardrobe.
Buy quality and wear things until they
wear out. Mend and reactivate old

clothing instead of always buying new.
3.Buy less on impulae.A major form of
recreation in this country seems to be
browsing in shopping malls. Find more
satisfying things to do on a Saturday.
When you have to shop, make a list
beforehand and stick to it.
4.Make gifts instead of buying
tbem.The holiday season is fast approaching (so are finals). This year show
that you care enough to spend some time
making personal gifts for your friends
and family. This may be impractical for
those with hundreds of friends, but even
your cards can be hand-made. Be honest,
how many of the things on your
Christmas wish-list are things you really
need? And how many of the things you
plan to give are things that people really
need? If It's the thought that counts, it
need not be expensive.
There are literally hundreds of ways we
could all cut down our consumption.
These are just a few to get your thinking
started. Look at your expenses (if you
don't budget them start doing so). Where
is most of your money going? I'm not
against having a good time, but does a fun
evening always have to cost so much?
Recently some friends of mine made their
own dinner instead of eating out. They
had so much fun the money they saved
was almost beside the point.
Simple living is not just a new word for
being cheap. It makes no sense to save
money in some areas just so you have
more to waste in other areas. Simple living is truly a renewing of the mind, it is a
whole new way of looking at life. We must
learn to become better stewards of all the
gifts God has given us, especially the gift
of wealth.
(continued on p. 6)
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Unwanted Pregnancies Can be Decreased
byDeanM.lforier
The GLCA women's studies conference
was an extremely Interesting and informative experience, and it inspired the
faculty and students who attended the
conference to <4do something'* when we
returned to Hope's campus. The session
held on contraception at the conference
was one which inspired me to investigate
and try to improve the contraception services and information available to Hope
College students. I became informed of
the many advantages and disadvantages
of various contraceptive methods which I
had been previously unaware of.
You may ask, •'Why worry about i t ? "
Well, Hope College seems to be representative of the national norms concerning
sexual activity of undergrads and the r a t e
of unwanted pregnancies. No specific
figures are available on the number of unwanted pregnancies on Hope's campus
each month (this information is held in
strict confidence by the health clinic), but
a look at Ohio Wesleyan University's
(OWU) statistics may be Indicative of
Hope's pregnancy rate as well. At OWU
this year, the normal rate of reported unwanted pregnancies went from one per
week to almost four per week. OWU, like
Hope, has a religious orientation and has
a student population of 2200( compared to
(continued from p. 5)

Food

A special thanks to all-320 who participated In the fast. I hope It helped remind you of how much we take for
granted. I hope also that your new
awareness of the problem of hunger will
continue to grow. Don't look upon your
participation as a one-shot deal. We are
called to lay our entire lives at God's feet.
It Is difficult to think of a more rewarding
life than a life of service. It Is hard to
think of a more pressing need than the
need of the hungry.

Hope's 2400). If contraceptive Informa- information on the seminar or any of the traceptive services? Better yet, why not
tion and services were widely available other services available, call Sharon at hand out a booklet on contraceptive usage
and publicized, then many unwanted ext. 2362.
and sexuality at the beginning of the
pregnancies could be prevented on
Although the services aballable at the school year to all students? Another great
Hope's campus.
Health Clinic a r e very good, there Is room improvement would be the inclusion of a
1 talked with Sharon Blanksma, who Is for Improvement on Hope's campus con- human sexuality lecture in the Health
the director of the Health Clinic at the cerning sexuality and contraceptive ser- Dynamics program, which wuld cover a
Dow Center, and who deals with students vices. First of all, there should be wider wide range of related topics including
seeking either contraceptive or pregnan- publicity of the services aballable, and contraceptive methods. Surely informacy Information and counseling. Sharon students should be encouraged to use tion on the sexual health and practices of
was very helpful, courteous, and concern- such services. Unfortunately, only a people is as important as Information on
ed. Students can come directly to the small advertisement In the anchor and nutrition and other topics covered in
health clinic or they can call ext. 2362, sporadic posting of Information around Health Dynamics. Such improvements
which Is specifically for contraceptive campus advertise such services. Why not would be helpful to all students and could
and pregnancy Information. Sharon said Include a special section in the student prevent many unwanted pregnancies.
that women were the students seeking handbook on contraceptives and concontraception information and prescriptions (available at the clinic) while men
were not. Men are more likely to call on
the phone only a f t e r their partner has
become pregnant. Blanksma Informed
me that I was the first male student to
The Hope College theatre department Is tation of the "Trojan Women" Intensifycome Into the clinic seeking Information
In rehearsal for ' T h e Trojan Women," its ing the d r a m a ' s "condemnation of w a r i n
on contraception.
second
main stage offering of the school general and of imperial expeditions in
The health clinic provides many serparticular."
vices to male and female students. There year.
Directed by Prof. George Ralph, "The
Sartre's version, which was translated
Is Information on contraceptive methods,
one Is Informed of what methods a r e Trojan Women" depicts the immediate by the British playwright Ronald Duncan,
available and the advantages and disad- aftermath of the legendary Trojan War, is being used by Ralph. Duncan's free
vantages of each method, and then in which Greek Invaders had for the se- v e r s e e m p l o y s an e a r t h y , s p a r s e
prescriptions can be written for the type cond time In history crossed the Aegean dialogue, according to Ralph. The test
of contraceptive preferred (when ap- Sea to lay waste the city of Troy. In this has been slightly revised by the director
plicable). There are free pregnancy tragedy by Euripides, the women of Troy for this production.
"The Trojan Women" opens Dec. 4 with
testing and counseling services available, • having lost fathers, husbands, brother,
as well as tests for venereal disease. For and sons - wait at the mercy of their performances on Dec. 5 and Dec. 9-12.
women, there is a gynecological clinic Greek captors as one by one they learn Curtain time for all performances will be
8p.m..
held every other Monday which deals how each of them is to be eliminated.
French existentialist philosopher and
Ticket information may be obtained by
with women's health care needs, inplaywright
Jean-Paul
Sartre
saw
a
per.phoning
the Hope College theatre ticket
cluding contraception. Also available to
students is a sexuality seminar which is formance of Euripides' play during the office, 392-1449, between 10 a.m. and 5
presented by Sharon Blanksman and time of the Algerian War and was im- p.m. daily except Sundays. The ticket ofJoyce Hanlon to men and women's pressed by its effect on an audience quite fice will open Nov. 13, but will be closed
dorms, although it Is only available when aware of the contemporary political Thanksgiving day. Special group rates
requested, and thus far only two women's issues. In 1965 Sartre prepared his adap- a r e available upon request.
dorms have requested such seminars
(Dvkstra and Gilmore). If you want more
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Just For the Health of It
by Eva M. Dean
Twenty-six miles, grueling hours, and
numbing, aching muscles. These, plus
determination and motivation, are Involved In running a marathon. And like
the history professor who does his extracurricular research in a library,' a
physicaleducation professor may be doing Just the same when he runs in a
marathon.
A few weeks ago, physical education
professors John Patnott and George
Kraft participated in the Detroit
marathon. Both men pulled their own
weight, along with 4950 other runner^,
and finished 556th (3:02.44) and 1347th
(3:24.19) respectively. After undergoing
such an activity, both men believe that
running and its basic nature can be
related to the Health Dynamics program
and the general well-being of athletic activities here at Hope.
"Most students just think of me as a
coach, mainly involved in team sports
and situation," states Kraft, a professor
at Hope for the past 15 years. "I've been
running for the past five years and the individual factor is still one of the most enjoyable parts of running." While jogging,
not only does an emphasis fall upon the
caloric output of one's body, but also on
the solitary effects of exercise and the
ability to be happy alone.
Running also promotes daydreaming,
an appropriate and necessary part of the
day. "In fact, the best ideas have come to
me while I was jogging," suggests Kraft.
"There are actually biochemical
reasons for the effects of running on the
brain," comments Patnott, who has been
associated with Hope since 1978. "The actual point is that yop do feel good." Patnott also added that there are some
psychologists who use Jogging as a type of
therapy to rid depression and anxiety.
When comparing activities Involved in
endurance and those concerned with
high-resistance, the main difference
stands in the cardio-vascular effects. Activities such as Jogging, cycling, and
swimming are all endurance activities.
Participating in sports such as these may
result in a longevity of health, a slower
heart rate with more blood pumped per
beat, and the lowering of blood pressure.
For elderly people, walking certain
distances is recommended. An activity
such as this would cut back on the pro-
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bablllty of a disease called osteoperosls,
the deterioration of bone calcium, from
setting in. However, both men stress that
if a person is Inflicted with some sort of
cardio-vascular problem, then he/she
should consult a physician before
endeavoring in any sort of activitly. 52%
of all deaths in America are caused by
some sort of vascular problem.
There are some important things for
the wise and wishful beginning runner to
remember though. "Any activity enjoyment depends on how it is approached.
Jogging can't be started with a negative
attitude." begins Patnott. "Otherwise,
each minute of participation is going to be
agony. A beginning runner must always
remember to start slow and progress
even slower. The longer, the better."
Being a "weekend activist" Is not a
wise choice either. Trying to make up for
lost exercise from the regular week only
hurts a person more than It helps. Exercise should be executed at least three
times a week Being active seven days a
week is not necessary but getting a grip
on three is somewhat important.
Here at Hope, many of the physical
education professors practice what they
preach and involve themselves in endurance activities. Gregg Afman, the
coordinator of the Health Dynamics program, is an avid cyclist who just might
have been seen buzzing along at a good
clip in Holland. Russ DeVette and Glenn
Van Wieren run 3 to 4 miles at least three
or four times a week. And Ray Smith is a
frequent visitor to the Dow Center racquetball courts. These are just a few examples of the diversified abilities of the
Hope physical education staff. Almost
every professor is involved in some sort
of physical activity, whether it be with the
respective teams they coach or individually.
"While I was attending college, I had
phys. ed. professors who would stand up
in front of a class and preach on the importance of physical activity, yet their appearance conveyed that of an inactive
person," adds Patnott. "One way to impress a point upon people is to show them
that you believe It too. We are practicing

what we preach because we bellve It it.'*
In the Health Dynamics program,
students are not only Instilled with the
Idea of practicing what they hear preached, but also the type,duration,frequency
and Intensity of an activity they might
choose. n The most Important factor
however. Is regularity," adds Kraft.
"Once a person becomes committed to
the type of activity they are Interested In,
then regularity takes care of Itself."
There have been some dramatic
changes in the HD program since Its
origination in 1978. This year the program
has become a one semester shot Instead
of the full year. Students hear a lecture
once a week and are active for three days.
In class, they are allowed to participate
only in endurance activities while under
the HD program: running, cycling, swimming, circuit training, and aerobic dance.
In doing so, the program is giving
legitimate excerise and reasons for what
the students hear in a class lecture. In
past years it was assumed that the student was active in endurance activities on
their own time.
Academically, the program has gone
from the philosophical to the factual approach. The professors no longer talk
about the what's and why's people do
what they do but the how's, when's, and
where's, the actual facts and statistics.
It is true that Hope is an academicallyminded school but the fact of the matter is
that there are just as many people on this
campus who are activity-minded. The
point is that the rest of the "body should be
excerised right along with the brain.
So. as John Patnott, George Kraft, and
all the Hope professors cross thepaths of
some of the Hope students, it should be
known that they don't just excerise
because they have to. but because they
like doing it just for the health of It.

by Steve Underwood
The Hope men's cross country team
qualified for the NCAA Division III championships (for the 4th time in four years)
at the Reglonals In Angola, Indiana (TrlState U.) last Saturday. On the outside,
that accomplishment m a y appear like
any of the others that Coach Biti.Vanderbllt's fine teams have produced over the
last 11 years. But behind the scenes. It
stands by Itself, as a unique event In a unique season.
Last year was a delight. After some
early season stumbling. Including a ten
point loss to Calvin, the Dutchmen roared
back. When the opportunity came to host
both the MIAA and Regional meets, Hope
made the most of It by winning both. The
following week, the Dutch concluded their
most successful season by finishing 6th in
the Nationals, the highest placing ever by
an MIAA team
In 1981, with most of the top runners
coming back, along with some excellent
newcomers, the team was expected to be
better still. Early In the season, two easy
invitational victories Indicated that they
(continued on p. 8)
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Holland
has one of
the most
beautiful
spots in
Michigan.
P a n o p o u l o s

Dutchmen Land
at Nationals

Introducing the
aristocrat: an
elegantly
appointed pump
with triple-loop
bow, comtortabty
situated on a
tapering midheel. A true
thoroughbred in
soft calfskin.
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Holland
P h o n e

EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY! I
SAvish

$38.00

Th« City of Holland it looking for on
Individual to adminittw a federallyfunded Community Development Block
Grant Program on a part-time bat it.
Interetted pertont mott be willing to
give a full 12 month commitment a n d ^ e
able to work 25-35 hourt a week.
Applicantt thould have knowledge of
governmental procticet. adminittrative
obilitlet, tome knowledge of retidentlal
conttructlon, and the ability to -communicate well orally ond in writing.
Applkationt and retumet ore now being
taken until November 23 at the Pertonnel
Office in City Hall, 270 River Avenue. For
further information contact Dan Gunderten at 396-8388 or 392-8174.
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Nucleus uf the Busketboll Teum Remuins Almost Intoct
by Jim Goorhouse
It seems Just a few days ago that
pandemonium reigned In Mlddleville,
Michigan, as Hope and Calvin met to
determine the conference representative
In the NCAA Dvislon III basketball tournament. Unfortunately, the Dutch lost a
two-point heartbreaker and only had this
year to look forward to. The nucleus of
this team returns almost intact, with
John Sutton and Tom VanderStel being
the only graduated seniors. Perhaps this
year the Dutchmen will finally break
through and claim sole possession of first
place In the MIAA.
Coach Glenn Van Wieren begins his
fifth year at the basketball helm for Hope.
In his first four years, Van Wieren has
accumulated a 46-42 record, including a
30-15 m a r k the last two years. Van
Wieren, when asked to assess the outlook
for this year's team stated,"We must get
strong leadership from our seniors. Much
will depend on this facet of our t e a m . "
Heading this list of seniors are cocaptians and three-year starters Scott
Benson and Matt Nell. Both Nell and Benson were named to the all—MIAA first
team last year, with Benson being a
repeat selection. Nell led the Dutch in
scoring with a 15.4 average last year
while leading the conference In shooting
percentage also. Benson, followed this
mark closely, averaging 15.0 points per
contest.
Other returning seniors Include Brian
Beckman and Dale Wolfe, who spilt time
opposite Nell at forward last year, and

Rick Reece, Hope's sixth man of a year
ago. Beckman led the MIAA in f r e e throw
shooting last year and combined with
Wolfe to average 17 points per game.
Reece, who Is In Philadelphia this
semester and will miss the first few
games, added Just over seven points a
game and provided fine floor leadership.
The final returning starter for Hope Is
6-8 sophomore Jeff Heerdt. Heerdt came
up from junior varsity after an Injury to
Craig VanArendonk last year and progressed rapidly as the season drew to a
close, leading the Dutch to a key win over
Albion with 25 points in the conference
finale.
Replacing Sutton at point guard this
year will be sophomore Todd Schulllng.
Van Wieren stressed that the performance of Schulllng could be a key to
Hope's success. Sutton controlled the
tempo well for Hope and Sculling must be
able to assume this role, while getting the
ball inside to the Dutch's potential
scorers.
Van Wieren also cites his bench
strength and depth as an asset to this
years's team. In addition to Schuiling,
last year's JV, which posted a 13-3 record,
provides three other men to this year's
team. Mike Stone, who led the junior varsity in scoring a year ago, will spell Benson at the big guard spot, and Mike
Bosma and Duane Carpenter will provide
ample backup at center and forward,
respectively.
Rounding out Hope's squad are two
freshmen, John Klunder and Chip Henry,

Classifieds!
Ride needed to Wheaton, III. for Thanksgiving
break. I'll help pay for gas. Please call Vicki at
6305, it would be greatly appreciated!
Thanks to whomever turned my ring into the
musrc office. You may have saved my life.
Michelle
Birthday
and you
to offer.

D.: Have a very Happy and Special
today. You are a wonderful person
deserve the best that this world has
Kurt.

DeJaVu: Thanks for the dance. Your smile
made it all worth while. Remember always do
it up because life is too short.
Pseudo
Chester.
ATTENTION: Anyone interested in a eucare
tournament for cash prizes coll 6565.
Classical Guitar for sale: $150. brand new
with case and book. Call Kate McGary, 699—
6334.
Frank Furillo: Missing you Here on the hill, but
glad you're back. Gryksba Papersbrok —
Counselor Davenport.
The Hope College Clairavoyance Club will not
meet on Wednesday due to forseen circumstances.

Anchor of Freedom is starting a fund-raising
drive to purchase a number of AWACS planes
from Saudi Arabia. All contributions will be
appreciated. Our goal: $8.5 billion.
The Bagels and Daggers organization has now
accumulated enough participants to begin
plans for our first game. This week s meeting
will focus on establishing the size of the
Reality-Interest zone (seperoting the Bagels'
pit of Idealism and the Daggers' Battle Front
Boundary). We will also begin determining
bagel distribution ond dagger-throwing
calibration and handicaps.
Hey. all you a—thletes! Join Hope's awesome
new organization, the Cliche' Club. I mean,
w e r e talking serious fun! We're looking forward to mega-participation, so don't miss it. H
should be sweet, and I mean really!
T.K.: Kee kee kee kee hah hah hah h a h ! ! !
C : Tighten up!
M.H.; Get Real!
S: Actions speak louder than words.
T.K.: Jason is still out there.
That's gross.

Barry Drake! f Saturday 9 p.m. in Phelps. 5 0 ^
This guy is good!! Don't miss him.

Rhonda H.: Due to your help the NYKERK
photo spread got d o n e ! !
A tired
photographer.
Never mail a meat loaf to a Pakistanian EH
Herder.
To picture starved pullers— The pics are
WANTED: young man to live-in a home with a
58 year old man who is partially disabled with
Parkinson's Disease. There would be free
board and room in exchange for being around
from 5 p.m. to 8 a.m. most of the time. If interested call Derrel Franken at the Christian
Counseling Service. 396—5477

done!! Please pick them up. Dark room hours
are posted. Thanks for your patience. Student
Photo Services.
To our casino dealer and cashiers: Thank you
for o job will done. You were phenomenal!
Chris ond Chris.

Definition: Atomizied: what happens when
Kleti Management: Thanks for the china! It's you go to get your laundry out of the drier at
appreciated.
. ,. .
_ Hope Facilities and nothing is there, except
.
Beth Bichler won Iron Maiden's Killers IP. You rfoths to fit a munchkin.
could be the next winner! Just listen to WTAS^ Wanted . ride to Cincinottii.
610 AM on Monday nights between 10 and 11 Thanksgiving. Will help with
p.m. We're the anchor station.
x6285. . .

Ohio for
gas...Doug

MJ: Don't worry, we're not venemous. Signed R.W. whats been going on, out there in the
the Mandevilte 5.
v "•
boon—docks
O.C.
BGC: 10 down, 2 to go! MRP.

O.C. II what will you think of next

O.C. I

"Charlie" The Dynamic Duo does it again! Wanted: one or two tickets to the Nov. 30 RollFour Nykerks, four songs, four wins, for two ing Stone concert in Pontiac. Call ext. 3069
winners! Loveya. SKD
day, or 335—9346 evening.

both f r o m the Grand Rapids area.
Klunder will alternate between both
guard spots and Henry will look for playing time underneath.
The Dutch play nine of their first 11
games on the road this year. Including a
southern trip during Christmas break.
Hope's first home game Is on Wednesday,
December 9, against Aquinas. The Dutch
open conference play oh J a n u a r y 16
against Alma on the road. The main conference challengers this year seems to be
traditional rivals Calvin and Albion, who
returns all five s t a r t e r s from last y e a r ' s
co-championship team. Kalamazoo could
also figure Into the conference fight.

V-Ball Closes
Tourney with
Second Place
by E v a M. Dean
Another fine season has come to a
disappointing end.
Last weekend Hope's volleyball team
closed out their fall season with the state
tournament held at Calvin College. Seeded third in this tourney, the Dutchwomen
were hoping to show the rest of the squads
that their status was that of a top-seed.
Their efforts c a m e close, however the
Dutch missed the m a r k and closed out the
tourney with second place.
The women flew right through their
pool, consisting of four other teams, picked up first, received a bye into the
quarter-finals, and patiently waited for
the seml-flnals to start.
In the semis, the Dutch sat Alma down
in two games with scores of 15-12 and 15-8.
After this victory, Hope was headed for
the finals against the ever-popular Calvin
Knights.
With top seeds Adrian (1) and Spring
Arbor (2) out of the way, "Hope was confident, yet not over-confident," according
to Coach Tanya Shire. "The thought of
already beating Calvin twice In the
season encouraged us, but we also knew
that they had been coming on strong
recently ^ d would be tough to b e a t . "
The home court advantage and enthiislam for Calvin only added to m a t t e r s
and the Knights grabbed ahold of the
golden opportunity and topped the Dutch
In two straight g a m e s - 8-15 and 12-15.
"They took away our offense, effectively blocked our spikes, and had us all over
the court," added Shire. After the first
game caught the women off guard , they
were ready for revenge In number two.
The second contest was <4nip and tuck"
for awhile until Hope rallied back, closed
the gap with the Knights, and held the
score at 12-12. Many serves changed
hands before the score was changed. It
eventually reached 14-12, Calvin's favor,
stayed perched at this position for what
seemed an eternity, and ended with the
eventual 15-12 score.
While the upperclassmen were responsible for the steady, consistent play in the
Calvin match, it was the freshmen—Marti Beckering, Anne Hendrickson» and
Diane Renscok— who didn't fall prey to
the first-time jitters and c a m e through
with exceptional plays. After the match,
captian Elsie Jerez and Linda Percy were
named to the All-State team. For the
season of regular play, Jerez was named
MVP and Hendrickson MIP. Percy was
also named next y e a r ' s captian. The varsity women ended the season with an
over-all record of 22-8.
• '
1
The junior varsity women ended the
year with a 10-8 record, quite an achievement being that they played six varsity
teams. Kathy Kaehler was elected as
MVP;Sandy Vanderbilt was named MIP,
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Co-captain Matt Neil works h a r d and
shoots for two in a recent practice held at
the Civic Center, (photo by E v a M. Dean)

(continued from p. 7)
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might be. But injuries and other disappointing events followed, including a
heartbreaking one-point loss to the
Knights. However, there have also been
some unexpected surprises. Heartened
by this, the Dutch bore down and won the
MIAA meet on November 7. Last
weekend Hope scored 84 points to place
second behind Baldwin-Wallace of Ohio
(65 points). Albion was the other team to
qualify with a surprise 89 point, 3rd place
performance, while Calvin was crushed
6th. Cross country can indeed be an interesting s p o r t . . .
Hope sophomore Steve Underwood,
striving to duplicate his regional win of
1980, lost the lead to an Ohio Wesleyan
runner with 600 yards to go, and finished
2nd In 25:37. Mark Northuls and Brian
Taylor started slow, but flew by their opponents in the last three miles to come in
13th (26:15) and 16th (26:23) respectively.
Larry Fischer, who, according to
Vanderbilt, had perhaps the strongest individual effort, clocked a 26:51 for 30th.
Scott Vande Vorde (33rd-26:58) and Jeff
Crumbaugh <37th-27:03) showed over 30
seconds Improvement over the last time
they toured the course (at Trl-State Invite). Mike Schmuker rounded out the top
Severn with a 27:27, good for 48th. The individuals not running on full t e a m s were
separated for accumulation of the team
score.
. So this Saturday the Dutch will take
seven tough runners to Kenosha, Wisconsin (Carthage College) for the National
Meet...and the way this season has gone,
who can say how they'll do?
•- s n r

